
Business vocabulary in use 

Jobs, people and organisations 

1 Work and jobs 

A What do you do? 

I work for 

I work on 

I run 

I manage 

I work under 

I’m in charge of 

I deal with 

I’m responsible for 

I work with 

B Word combinations with ‘work’ 

in work   to have a job 

out of work   without a job 

to go to work   to leave for work 

to get to work   to arrive at work 

off work   away from work due to illness 

C Types of jobs and types of work 

full time job a job in which an employee works the maximum number of 
legal hours 

par time job a job in which an employee works less than the maximum 
number of legal hours 

temporary job   a job that finishes after a fixed period (↔ permanent job) 

2 Ways of working 

A Old and new ways 

office worker  

 

nine-to-five   a typical working day; From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m 

working hours (= working time) is the period of time that an individual spends 
at paid occupational labor 

shift    the time period during which you are at work (day / night shift) 
flexitime lets you choose when you start and finish work, within certain limits 

overtime to work more hours than usual for more money 



commuter someone who travels regularly from home in a suburb to work 
in a city 

telecommuting working from home (= teleworking) 

to clock on (off) register one’s arrival at (departure from) work 

B Nice work if you can get it 

satisfying, stimulating, the work is interesting and gives you positive feelings 

fascinating, exciting 

dull, boring, uninteresting, the works is not interesting 
unstimulating 

repetitive, routine  the work involves doing the same things again and again 

tiring, tough, hard,  the work is difficult and makes you tired 
demanding 

C Nature of work 

my work involves human contact 

I like / dislike / prefer / enjoy 

 

3 Recruitment and selection 

A Recruitment 

recruitment agencies  an organization that helps companies to find people for  
    particular jobs 

agency    •a business that serves other businesses 

recruitment   the process of finding people for particular jobs (= hiring) 

headhunters outside specialists (recruiters) used to find people for very 
important jobs and to persuade them to leave the organizations 
they already work for 

employment agencies an organization which matches employers to employees 

B Applying for a job 

a jobs website  

 

an application   the act of asking for something 

to apply for a job  to ask for a job 

application form a form one fills in when requesting for something such as a job 

to make an application to request something 

situations vacant pages pages in newspapers with job ads 



CV a summary of your academic and work history- the story of 
your life - a resume 

covering letter a letter sent along with other documents to provide additional 
information 

C Selection procedures 

applicant a person who requests or seeks something such as assistance or 
employment 

candidates one that seems likely to gain a certain position 

reference the giving of the name of another person who can offer 
information or recommendation 

group discussion an exchange of views on some topic in a goup 

interview an interview is a conversation between two or more people 
where questions are asked by an interviewer to obtain 
information from an interviewee 

selection process the methods a company use to recruit people 

psychometric tests tests designed to measure various aspects of a person's skills, 
abilities and personality 

to turn something down to refuse 

referees people you can refer to, previous employers 

background a person's social heritage: previous experience or training 

to shortlist to choose, to select 

to appoint to establish (= aanstellen) 

experience the accumulation of knowledge or skill that results from direct 
participation in events or activities 

4 Skills and qualifications 

A Educations and training 

to have qualifications in 

a degree in 

to graduate from 

to train for particular job 

to train in a particular subject 

train as scientist 

qualify as biologist 

 

to go on courses  to take lessons 

qualifications   a quality, accomplishmentthat fits a person for some function 

graduates   people who’ve just left university 

in-house training  courses within the company 



to acquire   to come into the possession of something 

paper qualifications  documents that prove that you have certain certificates or
    diplomas 

work experience  the accumulation of knowledge or skill during work 

management development the process from which managers learn and improve their skills 
    not only to benefit themselves but also their employing  
    organizations 

B Skilled and unskilled 

a skill a particular ability to do something well, especially because you 
have learned and practiced it (highly skilled > skilled > semi-
skilled > unskilled) 

C The right person 

methodical, systematic, working in a planned, orderly way 
organized 

computer-literate  good with computers 

numerate   good with numbers 

motivated   very keen to do well in their job because they find it interesting 

talented   very good at what they do 

self-starter energetic persons with unusual initiative, who are good at 
working on their own  
- are proactive, self-motivated, self-driven - 

team players people who work well with other people 

5 Pay and benefits 

A wages, salary and benefits 

company car   a vehicle driven by an employee but owned or leased by the 
    employer 

performance-related)  additional compensation that is paid as a reward for achieving 
bonus    specific goals or providing above-average performance  

salary    fixed compensation for services, paid to a person on a regular 
    base 

basic salary   your salary before without the addition of extra money such as 
    bonuses and commission 

benefits package  the total amount of pay and all the other advantages that an 
    employee may receive such as bonuses, health insurance, a 
    company car etc 

perks    special benefits that are usually non-cash items e.g.: free meals 



minimum wage  the lowest wage that an employer is allowed to pay 

tips    money that customers leave in addition to the bill 

commission   a percentage on everything you sell 

fringe benefits  extra items given by a company to workers in addition to a 
    salary 

health plan   health insurance 

pension   money that you’ll get regularly after you stop working 

working conditions  conditions pertaining (betrekkinghebben op) to the workers' 
    job environment, such as hours of work, safety, paid holidays 
    and vacations, etc. 

executive   having the function of carrying out plans or orders 
    (= uitvoerende) 

B compensation 1 

pay    money given in return for work; salary or wages 

conditions   something stated in a contract that must be done or must be 
    true otherwise the contract will be ended or will not remain in 
    force 

remuneration   a wage or a salary 

compensation   something (such as money) given or received as payment 

remuneration package is the total compensation you will earn for a specific job 

compensation package the total amount of pay and all the other advantages 

share options (BrE)  the right to buy the company’s shares at low prices 
stock options (AmE) 

C compensation 2 

compensation payment any payment made by way of compensation for an accident, 
    injury or a disease 

compensation   used to talk about money and other benefits that someone 
    receives if they are forced to leave the organization 

a boardroom row  a disagreement with other managers 

fat cats   executives with very high pay and benefits – implying that they 
    do not deserve this level of remuneration 

severance payment  money that an employer pays to an employee when the  
    employee leaves the company in case of layoffs (= ontslagen) 

severance package  an amount of money, and other advantages such as advice on 
    finding a new job, that are offered to an employee when a 
    company tells them to leave 

 



note: a wage is a based on hours worked (often weekly) 

 a salaryis an amount paid for a particular job, regardless of hours worked (monthly) 

6 People and workplaces 

A Employees and management 

management   - the activity or skill of directing and controlling the work 
     of a company or organization, or part of it 

    - the people who are in charge of a particular company or 
     organization at different levels, rather than ordinary 
     employees 

workforce   the force of workers available 

employee   a worker who is hired to perform a job 

personnel   The people who work for a company or organization 

white-collar workers  term applied to workers in offices and other non-production 
    phases of industry 

manual / blue collar worker a member of the working class who typically performs manual 
    labor and earns an hourly wage 

payroll    - a list of employees and their salaries 

    - the total amount of money paid in wages 

    - the department that determines the amounts of wage 
     or salary due to each employee 

staff    personnel who assist their superior in carrying out an assigned 
    task 

shop floor   place in a factory where the production lines are 

B Management and administration 

office    a room or other area in which people work, 

sites    locations 

headquarters   head office 

open-plan offices  large areas where many people work 

administration  the ordinary work supporting a company’s activities 

support staff   administrative staff 

technical support  giving help to customers over the phone 

C Labour 

labour    everyone except the management who works for a company 

labour costs   what companies have to pay for labour 



labour dispute   a disagreement between management and labour 

labour leader   someone in charge of an organization that represents workers 

labour relations  the relationship between management and employees in  
    general 

labour shortage  a period when there are not enough people available to work 

labour unrest   a period of disagreement between management and  
    employees 

labour unions (AmE)  defend the interest of workers 
trade unions (BrE) 

strike, stoppage, walkout workers stop working for a time 

a go-slow   workers continue to work, but more slowly than usual 

overtime ban   workers refuse to work more than the normal number of hours 

D Personnel and HRM 

human resource  a department in larger organizations that deals with pay,  
department (HRD)  recruitment etc. 

human resources (HR) human resource management (HRM) or personnel department 

7 The career ladder 

A Job for life 

career paths   a planned, logical progression of jobs within one or more  
    professions throughout working life 

to work your way up to  to make progress in a process or structure 
the top 

to work your way up the to obtain a better job 
career ladder 

retirement   the age at which people retire 

retire    to end your working life 

senior    more important with greater responsibility 

demoted   moved to a less senior job 

hand in your notice  to resign 

promotion   act of raising in rank or position 

B Job for now 

flatter    with fewer layers of management 

leaner    with fewer, more productive employees 

downsizing   - dismiss from work 



    - make in a smaller size 

    - reduce in size or number 

delayered   refers to a planned reduction in the number of layers of a  
    management hierarchy 

efficiency   skilfulness in avoiding wasted time and effort 

restructuring   reorganisation; an alteration of the structure of an organization 

profit    money which is gained in business 

company hierarchy  a series of ordered groupings of people or things within a  
    company 

C In-house staff or freelancers 

temporary contracts  a contract of employment for a short period only 

outsource   obtain goods or services from an outside supplier 

in-house   production of something using a company's own funds, staff, or 
    resources 

freelancers   independent people who work for several different companies 

flexibility   the property of being flexible; easily bent or shaped 

job insecurity   the feeling that they may not be in their job for long 

performance reviews  regular meetings with their manager 

contractor   a person who executes the building or improving of buildings 

D Getting the sack (ontslagen worden) 

dismissed, terminated, if some did something wrong and is forced to leave the  
fired, sacked, given the sack company 

laid off, made redundant, if someone hasn’t done nothing wrong 
offered early retirement 

outplacement   advice about how to find another job 

8 Problems at work 

A Discrimination 

discriminated against  if people are treated differently from each other in an unfair 
    way 

sex discrimination  if a woman is unfairly treated just because she is a woman 

glass ceiling   a ‘ceiling’ that prevents minorities and women from getting 
    further than a particular level 

racial discrimination  if someone is treated unfairly because of their race 
or racism 



positive discrimination is when help is given in education and employment to groups 
    who were previously discriminated against 
    (= equal opportunities (BrE) or affirmative action (AmE)) 

dignity at work policy  covering discrimination, bullying and harassment issues 

B Bullying and harassment 

sexual harassment  when an employee behaves sexually towards another in a 
    way that they find unwelcome and unacceptable 

C Health and safety 

dangerous machinery 

heating and air conditioning 

health and safety issues 

fire hazards 

a bad working environment 

health and safety inspectors 

hazardous substance 

 

environment   the totality of surrounding conditions 

hazard    a source of danger 

passive smoking  the inhalation of smoke from tobacco products used by others 

first aid   emergency care given before regular medical aid can be  
    obtained 

repetitive strain injury (RSI) injury to muscles and tendons caused by continuous repetitive 
    use of particular muscle groups 

industrial accidents  an accident caused by dangerous machinery and hazardous 
    substances 

9 Managers, executives and directors 

A Managers and executives: UK 

to head / to head up a department 

head of IT (= information technology) 

 

 

(management) organigram a diagram that shows the structure of an organization 

boardroom   place where directors conduct their meetings 

board    all the directors together 

non-executive directors outsiders, often directors of other companies with specialist 
    knowledge of the industry or of particular areas 

head of marketing  marketing director 

boss    the head of an activity 



executive   a high-level manager 

senior executives, top executives, executive directors 

middle managers 

B Managers and executives US 

chairman / chairwoman / a person who is in charge of a large company or organization 
president 

CEO    chief executive officer, responsible for the operations of the 
    firm 

COF    chief operating officer takes care of the day-to-day-running of 
    the company  

CFO    chief financial officer - finance director has financial authority 

VPs    vice-presidents senior managers in charge of particular areas 

10 Businesspeople and business leaders 

A Businesspeople and entrepreneurs 

entrepreneurial founder 

 

businessman/woman, someone who works in their own business or as a 

businessperson   manager in an organization 

entrepreneur   someone who starts or founds or establishes their own  
    company 

to found   to start a company, to establish (oprichten) 

start-ups   A series of companies 

B Leaders and leadership 

business empire  a large group of companies mainly owned by one person or 
    family 

business leaders  heads of large organizations - captains of industry 

leadership   the ability to lead 

C Magnates, moguls and tycoons 

media magnate, property  people in charge of big business empires (journalists use the 
mogul, software tycoon names 

11 Organizations 1 

A Business and businesses 

multinational   involving or operating in several nations or nationalities 



business   the activity of producing, buying and selling goods and services 

concern   firm, company 

big business   large companies considered together 

enterprise   a company or a particular activity, especially to emphasize its
    risk-taking nature  (small or medium enterprise - SME) 

boldness   the trait of being willing to undertake things that involve risk or 
    danger 

self-employed   working on their own 

corporation   a large company (in the US) 

corporate culture  the way a company’s employees think and act 

corporate ladder  the different levels of management in a company 

corporate headquarters a company’s main office 

corporate loge  a symbol used by a company on its products, advertising, etc. 

corporate image  all the ideas, opinions, etc. that people have about a company 

corporate profits  the money made by companies 

B Commerce 

commerce is used to  - refer to business in relation to other fields: ‘literature, 
     politics and commerce’ 

    - for government departments that deal with business: 
     US Department of Commerce 

    - in the names of organizations that exist to help  
     business: chambers of commerce 

    - to refer to business on the Internet: electronic  
     commerce or e-commerce 

commercial   describes money-making activities: e.g., commercial airline, 
    commercial artist, commercial disaster 

C Enterprise 

nationalized companies  

 

to nationalize  to convert a private company into one controlled by the government 

to privatize  denationalization: converting a company from state to private  
   ownership 

sate / government-owned  a legal company created by a government (public sector) 
companies 
bureaucracy   the system for running government departments, with its rigid 
    rules and slow decisions 



enterprise   is used in a positive way to talk about business, emphasizing 
    the use of money to invest in new activities with a certain 
    amount of risk involved 

free private enterprise business activity owned by individuals rather than the state 

enterprise culture  when people are encouraged to make money through their 
    own activities and not rely on the government 

enterprise economy  an economy where there is an enterprise culture 

enterprise zone  part of a country where business is encouraged because there 
    are less strict laws, lower taxes, etc. 

12 Organizations 2 

A Self-employed people and partnerships 

partnership   a cooperative relationship between people or groups who 
    agree to share responsibility for achieving some specific goal 

self-employed   working for yourself 

freelance   someone who works independently and on temporary  
    contracts(sole trader (BrE) - sole owner - sole proprietor) 

B Limited liability 

limited liability  if a partnership goes bankrupt the people to whom the  
    partnership owes money can take the company’s assets to pay 
    the debts, but they can’t take personal assets 

to go bankrupt  to run out of money 

assets    anything of material value or usefulness that is owned by a 
    person or company 

LLP    limited liability partnership 

Ltd    a business structure, in which shareholder responsibility for 
    company debt is limited 

Inc.    Incorporated - a corporation (US) with limited liability 

PLC    public limited company - is a limited liability company that may 
    sell shares to the public in United Kingdom company law, in the 
    Republic of Ireland and other Commonwealth jurisdictions. It 
    can be either an unlisted or listed company on the stock  
    exchanges 

C Mutuals 

mutual    life insurance companies 

building societies  mutual which lend money to people who want to buy a house 

demutualization  the conversion of insurance companies from mutual companies 
    into public limited companies with shareholders 



D Non-Profit organizations 

charities   non-profit organizations (BrE) 
    not-for-profit organizations (AmE) 

voluntary sector  community sector formed by charities 

volunteers   unpaid workers 

fundraising   the process of soliciting and gathering contributions (bijdragen) 
    as money or other resources, by requesting donations 

13 Manufacturing and services 

A Manufacturing and services 

manufacturing sector  sector made up by manufacturing industries 

aerospace   planes and space vehicles 

cars (BrE)   cars 
automobiles (AmE) 

computer hardware  computers, printers, etc. 

construction   buildings 

defence (BrE)   weapons 
defense (AmE) 

electronics   mobile phones, etc. 

food processing  canned, frozen, etc. foods 

household goods  washing machines, refrigerators, etc. 

pharmaceuticals  medicines 

steel    a strong metal used in the manufacturing of machinery and cars 

textiles   cloth and clothes 

 

service sector   sector made up by services or service industry 

call centres (BrE)  dealing with orders, complaints etc. from customers by phone 
call centres (AmE)  

catering   restaurants, bars, etc. 

computer software  instructions for computers 

financial services  banking, insurance, etc. 

healthcare   medical care 

leisure    cinemas, sport, etc. (= free time - time available for ease and 
    relaxation) 

media    books, newspapers, film, television 



property (BrE)   buying, selling and managing buildings 
real estate (AmE) 

retail    the sale of goods in small quantities directly to consumers, e.g.: 
    shops 

telecommunications  phone, internet, services 

tourism   travel and holidays 

B Countries and their industries 

growth industries  a sector of the economy experiencing a higher-than-average 
    growth rate 

industry   (uncountable) is the production of material and goods 

emerging industries  come out into view, becoming prominent, newly formed 

light industries  e.g.: textiles and telecommunications equipment 

heavy industries  e.g.: steel 

diversify   to give variety to e.g.: diversify a menu 

14 The development process 

A Market research 

market research  finding out what people really want: five ways 

1. surveys   a detailed inspection or investigation. 

    - in-person surveys: can show an example or sample of a 
     new product - expensive 

    - telephone surveys: less expensive - but people don’t 
     like to be called up 

    - mail surveys: have low response rates because few 
     people send the surveys back - are expensive 

    - online surveys: are simple and inexpensive, but usually 
     unpredictable as there is no control over the pool or 
     selection of people that take part in this kind of survey 

2. focus groups  usually last about 1-2 hours - a moderator uses specially 
    prepared questions to ask a group - it takes at least three  
    groups to get accurate results 

3. personal interviews usually last about an hour - they are normally record - as with 
    focus groups, not doing enough interviews gives inaccurate 
    results 

4. observations  involve observing consumers in ation by videotaping them in 
    stores, watching them at work or observing how they use a 
    product at home 



5. field trails   involve placing a new product in selected stores to test  
    customer response under real-life selling conditions 

B Development and launch 

developer   a person or company that works on the planning and design of 
    new products 

beta version   first version 

to release   the act of liberating someone or something 

to try it out   to test something 

bugs    a fault or defect in a computer program, system, or machine 

CAD / CAM   computer-assisted design / manufacturing used to help develop 
    and test the first versions or prototypes of a new product 

prototype   the first form that a newly designed product has 

researcher   one who researches 

laboratory   is a facility that provides controlled conditions in which  
    scientific research, experiments, and measurement may be 
    performed 

trailling   trying new products and services 

trail    testing the effectiveness of something, e.g.: new drugs 

effective   capable of producing an intended (= planned) result 

safe    free from danger 

industrial scale  ? 

rollout    the process of making a product available, perhaps in particular 
    places to test reaction 

product launch  the moment of truth when a product is officially made available 
    for sale 

design defect / fault  shortcoming of an item resulting from a defect in its concept 

recall    asking those who have bought the product to return it 

15 Innovation and invention 

A Invention and innovation 

design 

designer 

development 

developer 

innovative 

innovation 

innovator 

invention 

an inventor 

 



to design   to make plans or drawings for how something is to be made 

to develop   to make a new idea become successful, for example by making 
    or improving a product 

to innovate   to think of new ideas, methods, products, etc. 

to invent   to design and make something for the first time 

B Research and technology 

R&D    research and development 

centre    a building dedicated to a particular activity 

research centre  a centre where research is done 

breakthroughs  innovations 

technology   the practical application of science to commerce or industry 

cutting edge (leading edge) none of their competitors has better products than them 

state-of-the-art  using the most advanced techniques available 

hi-tech    making use of highly advanced technology or devices 

low-tech   products that are no longer up to date 

obsolete   no longer in use 

future-proof   designed not to be obsolete in the future C Patents and  
    intellectual property 

C Patents and intellectual property 

proprietary   information or knowledge that belongs to an individual or 
    company 

patent    exclusive right granted for an invention that others cannot copy 
    its design 

under licence (BrE)  ? 
under license (AmE) 

to license   to give permission 

royalty    payment to the holder of a patent or copyright or resource for 
    the right to use their property 

copyright   something cannot be used by others without permission 

copyright infringement a violation of the rights secured by a copyright 

illegal downloading  file sharing - copying files from one computer to another 

piracy    the unauthorized publication, reproduction, or use of a  
    copyrighted or patented work 

fake    made in imitation of something more valuable, especially with 
    the intention of deceiving 



brand name   trade name: a name given to a product or service 

trademark   a recognizable symbol or nameof a product or service 

intellectual property  the area of law relating to patens, copyright and trademarks 

16 Products and services 

A Products 

(manufactured) products / 
goods 

(agricultural) produce / 
products 

services 

maker / manufacturer / 
producer 

producer provider 

make / manufacture / 
produce 

produce provide 

manufacture / 
manufacturing / production 

manufacture/ manufacturing 
/ production 

provision 

 

product   can be natural (e.g.: wood), something made to be sold (car) or 
    a service (insurance) 

produce   (uncountable) normally refers to agricultural products such as 
    crops or fruit 

B Mass production 

workshops   small workplace where handcrafts or manufacturing are done 

hand-made   made by hand, not by machine; made by a process requiring 
    manual skills 

craft industry   producing cars in workshops where each car is individually 
    hand-made 

labour-intensive  when something takes a lot of work to producce 

assembly line   (= production line) 

manufacturing plant  a factory - is an industrial building where laborers manufacture 
    goods or supervise machines processing one product into  
    another 

to churn out   produce something at a fast rate 

industrial robots  ( the robots are part of the CAD / CAM system) 

cost-effective   delivers a given level of service at least cost  

output    the number or type of things that a company produces 

productivity   a measure of the number of things produced in relation to the 
    number of employees 

capacity   the maximum amount that a particular company can produce 



working at full capacity producing the maximum amount that a particular company can 
    produce 

overproduction  if too many things are being produced in relation to the number 
    of people who want to buy them 

surplus or glut   a quantity much larger than is needed 

shortage   if not enough goods are being produced 

17 Materials and suppliers 

A Inputs 

components  

components  

car components   

computer components  

electronic components  

replacement parts   

spare parts    

 

raw materials   e.g.: steel and plastic 

components   parts 

automotive   of or relating to motor vehicles 

aerospace   the atmosphere of Earth and surrounding space 

spare    thin and fit 

inputs    a component of production; something that goes into the 
    production of output 

labour    workers and managers 

capital    money 

knowledge   cognition: the psychological result of, learning and reasoning 

work-in-progress  a piece of work that is not yet finished 

goods    products 

finished goods  products that have been made 

stocks    quantities of raw matirials, components, work-in-progress and 
    finished good in a particular space 

B Suppliers and outsourcing 

manufacturing operation 

suppliers   companies that provide materials and components 

subcontracting  using outside suppliers to provide components and services: 
    outsourcing rather than in-house 

in-house   within the company 



outsourcing   the transfer of a business function to an external service or 
    component provider 

outside supplier  external service or component provider 

C Just-in-time 

in stock   available for use or sale 

financed   paid for 

to store   to keep in warehouses 

warehouse   a special building used to store things 

handled   moved from one place to another 

to provide just-in-time when they are needed 

lean production /  to make products in the most efficient way 
manufacturing 

efficient   doing things as quickly and cheaply as possible, without waste 

18 Business philosophies 

A Mass customization 

production lines  Repetitive manufacturing process in which each product passes 
    through the same sequence of operations, and the machines 
    and other equipment are laid-out in the order they are used 

mass production  producing large numbers of similar products 

standardization 

custom-built / tailor-made products, where each product is made to meet the  
products   specifications, requirements or needs of a particular customer - 
    more expensive 

specifications   a detailed description of design criteria for a piece of work 

requirement   materials, personnel or services needed for a specific period of 
    time 

needs    a condition or situation in which something is required or  
    wanted 

mass customization  products are made in large quantities, but each one is made to 
    the specifications of the buyer 

buyer    someone who buys something 

B Wikinomics 

Wikinomics   is a form of mass collaboration, where companies have large 
    numbers of people working together on the Internet to solve 
    problems and develop products - extreme way of outsourcing 



prosumers   customers who contribute to the design and development of 
    products 

peer collaboration /  the process where prosumers work together to make things 
co-creation 

C The long tail 

The long tail   the mass production model does not apply to many products 
    such as selling books and music on the internet. In a large  
    catalogue of items, the cost of selling the least popular item is 
    only slightly more than selling the most popular. e.g.: selling 
    small numbers of specialized books, as well as large numbers of 
    popular ones 

model    way of doing things 

catalogue   a complete list of things 

Economies of scale  lower per unit costs achieved by large-scale output 

learning curve   cost of a product in relation to the amount produced 

D Benchmarking 

benchmarking   system to compare ones performance to performance levels in 
    other companies 

best practice   process that is believed to be more effective at delivering a 
    particular outcome than another one 

halve    divide by two 

collaboration   people and companies working together 

industrial secrets  prevent competitors from obtaining information about its 
    better performance in a particular area 

19 Buyers, sellers and the market 

A Customers and clients 

customers   a current or potential buyers of a product 

clients    a current or potential buyers of a service 

customer base  the group of people who regularly buy products of a company 

client base   the group of people or companies who regularly use a 
    company's services 

users    someone that uses a product or service. 

end-users   people who used products, particularly computer equipment 
    and other technology e.g.: employees 

consumers   people who buy products or services for their own use 



B Buyers, sellers and vendors 

purchaser   buyer 

buying / purchasing  someone in a company or shop responsible for buying goods 
manager   that I uses or sells 

seller    a person or organization that sells something 

vendor    a person or organization that sells property 

street vendor   a person who sells things in the street 

vending machine  a machine from which you can buy coffee, cigarettes, etc. 

C The market 

(free) market / market are used to talk about an economic system where prices, jobs, 
economy   wages, etc. depend on what people want to buy, how much 
    they are willing to pay, etc. rather than being controlled by a
    government 
 

market forces   used to talk about the way that a market economy makes 
    sellers produce 

market pressures  what people want to buy, at prices they are willing to pay 

marketplace   producers and buyers in a particular market economy, the way 
    they behave, etc. 

market prices   prices that people are willing to pay, rather than ones fixed by a 
    government 

market reforms  changes to an economy made by a government so that it  
    becomes more like a market economy 

20 Markets and competitors 

A Companies and markets 

the market for a product the people that buy it, or might buy it 

if a company   a market 

 enters   it starts selling there for the first time 

 penetrates  it starts selling or sells more and more, there 

 abandons  it stops selling there 
 gets out of 
 leaves 
 withdraws from 

 dominates  it is the most important company selling there 

 corners  it becomes the main company selling there 

 monopolizes  it is the only company selling there 



 drives another it makes the other company leave the market, perhaps because 
 company out of it can no longer compete 

B More word combinations with market 

market growth   

market segment   

market segmentation   

market share    

market leader    

C Competitors and competition 

competitors   rivals 

key players   the most important companies in a particular market 

competition   the activity of trying to sell more, be more successful, etc. 

strong competition  intense, stiff, fierce, though 

low-key   competition isn’t strong 

21 Marketing and market orientation 

A Marketing 

Marketing    a job that involves planning the best way to sell a  
     product or service 

Planning to decide what to do and how to do it  

Designing    developing and making 

Pricing     deciding the price for 

Promoting    informing customers about; to tell customers about the 
     goods and services 

Distributing    to make products available 

Marketing concept   the idea that the success of a product comes through 
     providing what the customer wants 

Marketing department  the part of a company that plans the best way to sell a 
     product or service 

Features a typical quality or important part of something 

Benefits    a helpful or good effect; an advantage 

Social marketing   the job of trying to persuade people to give money or 
     buy things to help other people rather than to make 
     profit for a company 

B The four P’s 



the four P’s    product, price, place and promotion 

product    deciding what to sell  

price     deciding what prices to charge   

place     deciding how the product will be distributed and where 
     people will buy it 

promotion    deciding how the product will be supported wih  
     advertising, special activities, etc. 

Packaging    the materials in which objects are being wrapped before 
     being sold 

Marketing mix    the activities that you have to combine successfully in 
     order to sell something 

Marketing plan   a plan of how you will sell a product or service 

Marketer/marketeer   someone whose job is to make a plan of the best way to 
     sell a product or service 

C The market orientation 

Market orientation   when everything that is done is intended to meet the 
     needs of a market 

Market driven    done to meet the needs of a market 

Market-led    done to meet the needs of a market 

Market-oriented   done to meet the needs of a market 

22 Products and brands 

A Word combinations with ‘product’ 

   Catalogue  a list of company’s products 

Mix/portfolio  a company’s products considered together and 
in relation to one another 

   Line/range  a company’s products of a particular type 

Product  Lifecycle  the stages in the life of a product and the    

    number of people who buy it at each stage 

Positioning how a product is seen, or how a company would 
like it to be seen, in relation to its other products 
and/or to competing products 

Placement when a company pays for its products to be used 
or seen in films and TV programmes 

B Goods 



Goods  the materials and components used to make 
products 

Raw materials basic materials from which other things are 
made  

Finished goods    products ready to be sold 

Industrial goods goods bought by other companies for use in their 
activities and products 

Consumer goods    bought by individuals for their own use 

Consumer durables    consumer goods that last a long time (eg. Cars) 

Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) consumer goods that sell in large quantities (eg. 
food) 

C Brands and branding 

   Name   a name that a company gives to a product 

Awareness  the degree to which people know a particular 
brand 

   Recognition  = brand awareness 

Brand   Image   what people think about a particular brand 

Manager  someone who is in charge of marketing goods or 
services with a particular brand 

Identity  the features that a product has which people 
know about 

Product category    a group of products of a particular type 

Branding creating brands and keeping them in customer’s 
minds through advertising, product and package 
design, etc. 

Branded     having a manufacturer’s brand name  

Generic products/generics  a product which doesn’t have a brand name or 
trademark, therefore any company can 
manufacture it 

Own-brand product (Br.En.)  a product which has a store’s name on it rather  

Own-label product (Am.En.)   than the name of a company which made it 

Store brand (Am.En.) 

23 Price 

A Pricing 

Low-priced    cheap 

Low pricing    when a company charges low prices 



To charge    to ask an amount of money for something 

Expensive    costing a lot of money 

Cheap     costing little money 

Loss-leader    a cheap product that a store sells to attract customers 

List price the price at which the maker of something suggests it 
should be sold 

Recommended retail price the price at which the maker of something suggests it 
should be sold 

Discounting    reducing the price of something 

Discount    a reduction in the usual price 

High-priced    expensive 

Mid-priced    not cheap, not expensive 

Undercutting    to sell a product at a lower price than someone else 

B Word combinations with ‘price’ 

   Boom  when prices are rising quickly, to the benefit of sellers 

Controls government efforts to limit the amount by which prices 
increase  

   Cut  a reduction 

Price  Hike  an increase, especially one not wanted by the buyer;  

used by journalists 

War  when competing companies reduce prices in response 
to each other 

Tag  a label attached to goods, showing the price; also means 
price 

C Upmarket and downmarket 

Basic     simple and having no extra features 

Sophisticated clever in a complicated way and therefore able to do 
complicated tasks 

Exclusive expensive and only for rich people or people of a high 
social class 

Low-/bottom-end   the cheapest in a group of products 

High-/top-end/premium  the most expensive in a group of product 

Entry-level describes a device that is basic and less expensive or 
technical than other types and therefore suitable for 
someone who has not bought or used one before 

Mid-range    not the most basic, not the most advanced 



To trade up to buy something that is more expensive than 
something you bought before 

Move upmarket to buy something that is more expensive than 
something you bought before  

Trade down to buy something that is cheaper than something you 
bought before 

Move downmarket to buy something that is cheaper than something you 
bought before 

Downmarket    cheap and possibly not very good 

To take downmarket to make something less cultural and more popular in 
order to increase sales; often used disapprovingly 

D Mass markets and niches 

Mass market products that sell in large quantities, and the people 
who buy them 

Niche a group of buyers with specific requirements that is 
relatively small but that may be profitable for 
companies that sell to it, for example sports cars 

24 Place 

A Distribution: wholesalers, retailers and customers 

Dealer     a person who trades in something 

Reseller someone who sells a particular product, especially 
computer equipment and telecommunications services 

Distributor a person or organization that supplies goods to shops 
and companies 

Middleman a disapproving word for a person or company that 
supplies goods to shops and companies 

Cutting out the middleman  to buy a product directly from the company that made it 

B Shops 

Shop (Br.En.)    a place where you can buy things 

Store (Am.En.)   a place where you can buy things 

Retail  - / sales outlet   a technical word meaning ‘shop’ 

Chain store a shop that is part of a group of shops, all with the same 
name 

Convenience store   a show in a town that is open long hours 

Discounter    a wholesaler or retailer with very low prices 

Department store   a very large shop, usually in a town centre 



Hypermarket a very large shop with a wide variety of goods, usually 
outside a town 

Supermarket    a very large shop, selling mainly food 

Shopping centre   a covered shopping area where cars are not allowed 

(Shopping) Mall a large usually covered shopping area where cares are 
not allowed 

Franchise the right to sell a company’s products in a particular 
area using the company’s name 

Franchisee    someone who is given or sold a franchise 

Franchisor    the company which offers franchises 

C Direct marketing 

Direct marketing the job of sending information to people or talking to 
them on the phone in order to persuade them to buy 
something 

Mailings    the activity of sending information to people by post 

Direct mail when companies or organizations write to people to 
persuade them to buy their products or to give money 
etc. 

Junk mail post, usually advertising products or services, which is 
sent to people although they haven’t asked for it 

To target to choose who something is directed at, or who 
someone is intended for 

Mailshots the posting of advertising or similar material to a lot of 
people at a time 

Telemarketing    the job of trying to sell things by telephone 

Cold call a telephone call to someone you had no contact with, 
made in order to sell them something 

Unit 25 Promotion 

A Advertising 

medium    a method or way of expressing something 

advertising campaign   a series of advertisements for a particular company, 
     product, etc. 

commercial    a television advertisement 

to advertise    to make something know generally or in public,  
     especially in order to sell it 

advertiser    a person or business which advertises 



advertising agency   an organisation that designs and manages advertising 

sponsorship    the act of giving money towards the cost of an event as 
     a form of advertising 

to sponsor    to give money towards an event as a form of advertising 

B The sales force 

salesperson (salesmen/women) someone whose job is to persuade people to buy a 
     company’s product 

sales force    all the employees of a company whose job is to  
     persuade customers to buy their company’s products or 
     services 

sales area/ sales territory  the area that a sales person is responsible for 

sales manager    someone who is in charge of a group of salespeople 

C Promotional activities 

promotion    when someone is raised to a higher or more important 
     position or rank 

a promotion    an activity, such as an advertising campaign, designed to 
     increase visibility or sales of a product 

special offer    something such as a reduced prize which is used to 
     attract customers  

discount    a reduction in the usual prize 

free sample    a small amount of a product which you are given to try 
     or taste 

free gift    a product which is given to a customer free when they 
     buy something in order to encourage people to buy 
     more of it 

competition    an organized event in which people try to win a prize 

loyalty cards    a plastic card which is given to a customer by a business 
     and which is used to record information about what the 
     customer buys and to reward them for buying goods or 
     services from the business 

cross-promotion   when you buy one product and you’re recommended to 
     buy another that goes with it 

product endorsements  an advertisement in which a famous person  
     recommends a product 

product placement   when a company pays for its product to be used or seen 
     in films and TV programmes 

Unit 26 E-commerce 



A B2C, B2B and B2G 

business-to-consumer (B2C)  describing or involving the sale of goods or services to 
     single customers of their own use, rather than to  
     businesses 

e-commerce    conducting business on the Internet 

business-to-business (B2B)  describing or involving arrangements or trade between 
     different businesses rather than between business and 
     the general public 

e-procurement   when companies communicate with and order from 
     their suppliers over the Internet 

business-to-government (B2G) involving the Internet as a way of communicating with 
     government departments 

B Web 2.0 

don’t-com bust   the time when many internet companies went out of 
     business 

internet seller    a company that sells goods on the Internet  

internet selling   the practice of selling goods on the Internet 

website    a set of pages of information on the Internet about a 
     particular subject 

Web 2.0    the second generation of web development and web 
     design that allows information sharing and collaboration 
     on the Internet 

social-networking   communicating with other people using particular  
     websites 

video-sharing    when people put videos on the Internet for other  
     people to watch 

blogs     a regular diary record of your thoughts, opinions and 
     experiences that you put on the Internet for other  
     people to read 

collaborative sites   a website where people work together on a particular 
     project 

C Amazon and eBay 

online     connected to a computer network or accessible by 
     computer 

auction site    a website in which people who want to buy something 
     offer increasing amounts of money 

bid     an offer of a particular amount of money for something 
     which is for sale 



highest bidder    the person who offers the most money for something 

online selling    describes products, services or information that can be 
     bought or used on the Internet 

online banking   the use of the internet to check your bank balance, 
     make payments, etc. 

online dating    a way of starting a romantic relationship on the  
     Internet, by giving information about yourself or  
     replying to someone else’s information 

online gambling/gaming  the use of the Internet to try to make money in games 
     of chance 

online brokerage   the use of the Internet for buying and selling shares 

online travel    the use of the Internet to book holidays, flights, etc. 

online fundraising   the use of the Internet for raising money for a charity or 
     other organization 

Unit 27 Sales and costs 

A Sales 

sales     (noun) the department of a company that organizes and 
     does the selling of the company’s products or services 

     (plural noun) the number of products sold 

to work in sales   to be employed in the department of a company that 
     organizes and  does the selling of the company’s  
     products or services 

the sales    an occasion when goods are sold at a lower price than 
     usual 

sales director    the person in charge of a sales department 

sales department   the part of a company which deals with sales 

sales team    a group of people who work together to sell products 

sales meeting    a meeting for people who work in sales 

sales figures    the number of products that a company has sold 

revenue    money that a company gets from sales 

turnover    money that a company gets from sales 

sales volume    the number of products that a company has sold 

unit sales    the number of products that a company has sold 

target     a level or situation which you intend to achieve  

sales growth    an increase in the number of products that a company 
      sells 



sales forecast    a calculation of how many products a company will sell 

B Costs 

direct costs    the amount of money that a business spends which are 
     related to producing the product, such as money paid to 
     employees 

fixed costs    costs which do not change when production increases 
      or decreases, for example rent 

variable costs    costs that change when production increases or  
     decreases 

cost of goods sold (COGS)  the different costs in making particular products 

overheads (costs)/indirect costs an amount of money spent by a business on things 
      other than the products they make 

(operating) expenses   the amounts of money that a business spends,  
      especially on indirect costs 

costing     a calculation of the cost of something such as a possible 
     product 

costings    calculations of the costs of doing something 

C Margins and mark-ups 

selling price    the amount of money that something is sold for 

direct production costs   the costs relating to materials, employees, etc. 

gross margin    an amount of money you get when you take direct 
      production costs from the selling price of a 
product 

total costs    all costs considered together 

net margin/profit margin/mark-up an amount of money you get when you take total costs 
     from the selling price of a product 

28 Profitability and unprofitability 

A Profitable and unprofitable products 

to make a profit   to get more money for selling a product than you spend 
     on costs 

profitable    resulting in a profit 

profit-making    resulting in a profit 

break even    to have no profit or loss at the end of a business activity 

to reach break-even point  to have no profit or loss at the end of a business activity 

to make a loss    to have costs which are greater than the money you get 
     for selling a product 



loss-making    not making a profit 

loss-leader    an item that is sold at or below cost in order to acttact 
      people to the store, knowing that they will then 
also buy      profitable products 

money spinner/cash cows  something or someone which brings a company or 
      organization a lot of money 

B Budgets and expenditure 

to budget for    to plan how money much money you will spend on 
      something 

over budget    having spent more than you had planned to  

overspend    to spend too much money 

underspend    to spend less money than you have 

under budget    having spent less money than you had planned to 

expenditure    the total amount of money that a business spends 

spend     the total amount of money that a business spends 

C Economics of scale and the learning curve 

economies of scale   the cost advantages that a business obtains due to 
      expansion 

diseconomies of scale   the cost disadvantages that a business obtains 
due to       expansion 

experience curve/learning curve the idea that as you do something more often you learn 
     how to do it better and more quickly 

Unit 29 Getting paid 

A Shipping and billing 

to order (an order)   to make a request for something to be delivered to you 

to dispatch/to ship   to send goods to a customer 

invoice     a document asking for payment and showing how  
     much to pay 

invoicing/billing   the process of sending people bills asking them to pay 
      money owed 

chases an invoice   to ask someone for payment because they are late in 
      paying 

settle an invoice   to pay an invoice 

B trade credit 



trade credit    a period of time given to another business before they 
     have to pay 

discount    a reduction in the amount they have to pay 

upfront    if you pay upfront, you pay before you have received 
     the goods 

credit policy    a system in which customers can have goods or services 
     and pay later 

payment terms   the rules a business has about when and how customers 
     should pay 

cashflow    the timing of payment going into and out of a business 

C Accounts 

account    a business which is a customer of another business 

key account    a big and important business that your business supplies 
     products or services to 

accounts receivable/receivables businesses which must pay your business 

accounts payable/payables  suppliers and companies that a business must pay 

bad debts    a debt that is not likely to be paid 

to write off    if you write off a debt, you accept that you will never be 
     paid the money you are owed 

creditors    someone who money is owed to 

debtors    someone who owes money 

Unit 30 Assets and the balance sheet 

A Assets 

asset     something valuable belonging to a business which can 
     be used for the payment of debts 

current assets    money in the bank, investments, money customers owe 
     and products waiting to be sold 

fixed assets    (in business) buildings, equipment and land owned by a 
     company 

intangible assets   something valuable which a company has which is not 
     material, such as a good reputation 

goodwill    the value of a company including things that cannot be 
     directly measured, for example consumers’ loyalty to 
     the brand 

brands     a name that a company gives to a product 



going concern    if a company is sold as a going concern, it is sold as a 
     functioning operation 

B Depreciation 

depreciation    when something loses value 

amortization    the fact of losing value over a period of time 

to depreciate    to (cause something to) lose value, especially over time 

to amortize    to record something as losing value of a period of time 

charge     to ask an amount of money for something, especially a 
     service or activity 

written down    to reduce the value of something 

write-off/written off   the ac of accepting that a debt will not be paid 

book value    the value of something as shown in a company’s  
     accounts 

C Liabilities 

liabilities    debts 

current liabilities   debts which a business must pay within a year 

long-term liabilities   debts which a business must pay within more than a 
     year 

D Balance sheet 

balance sheet    a statement that shows the value of a company’s assets 
     and its debts 

financial year    a period of twelve months (not always January to  
     December) for which a business, government, etc. plans 
     its management of money 

Unit 31 The bottom line 

A Accounts 

accountant    someone who keeps or examines the records of money 
     received, paid and owed by a company or person 

accountancy firms   a company which deals with the financial records of 
     businesses 

account    a business which is a customer of another business 

book-keeper    someone whose job is to keep a record of the money 
     that a business or organization receives and spends 



auditor    someone whose job is to carry out an official  
     examination of the accounts of a business and to  
     produce a report 

true and fair view   a complete and correct analysis 

creative accounting   when a company’s accounts make its financial situation 
     seem better than it really is 

window dressing   when a company’s accounts make its financial situation 
     seem better than it really is 

audit     an official examination of the accounts of a business 

B Results 

reports    to announce something 

results     how successful a company has been in a particular 
     period 

annual report    a report showing a company’s financial results and other 
     information which is given every year 

profit and loss account  (BrE) a part of a report which lists any profits or losses 
     company has made 

income statement   (AmE) a part of a report which lists any profits or losses 
     company has made 

to make a profit   to get money for selling a product than you spend on 
     costs 

to make a loss    to have costs which are greater than the money you get 
     for selling a product 

accounting standards/rules  the rules which a company must follow when showing 
     its profits and losses in accounts 

pre-tax profit    a profit before tax has been calculated 

pre-tax loss    a loss before tax has been calculated 

exceptional profit   a profit that is not likely to be repeated 

exception loss    a loss that is not likely to be repeated 

gross profit    a profit before charges are taken away 

net profit    a profit after charges are taken away 

earnings    a company’s profits in a particular period 

bottom line    the final line in the accounts of a company or  
     organization, which states the total profit or loss that 
     has been made 

in the black    having made profit 

in the red    having made loss 



red ink     used in expressions to mean that a company is making a 
     loss 

to bleed red ink   to make a loss 

C Financial reporting 

financial results   information showing a company’s profits and losses 

annual report    a report showing a company’s financial results and other 
     information which is given every year 

business/fiscal/financial year  a period of twelve months (not always January to  
     December) for which a business, government, etc. plans 
     its management of money 

to report results   to announce how successful a company has been in 
     terms of profits 

first-half results   a company’s financial results for the first six months of 
     the financial year 

second-half results   a company’s financial results for the last six months of 
     the financial year 

quarter    one of the four periods of time into which a year is 
     divided for financial calculations, such as for profits or 
     taxes 

financial reporting   when the financial results of a company are given, for 
     example its profits and losses 

Unit 32 Share capital and debt 

A Capital 

capital     money 

raise capital    to find the money that is needed 

share     one of the equal parts into which the ownership of a 
     company is divided 

loan capital    money lent by investors who do not then have part of 
     the ownership of the company 

investor    a person who puts money into something in order to 
     make a profit or get an advantage 

investment    the act of putting money into a business because you 
     want to make a profit, or the money used to do this 

stake     a share or a financial involvement in something such as 
     a business 

B Share capital 

share capital    money which shareholders give a company 



shareholder    a person who owns some of the equal parts into which 
     the ownership of a company is divided 

to put up money   to provide money 

stock     part of the ownership of a company that people buy as 
     an investment 

to hold shares    to have shares in a company 

dividends    a part of the profit of a company that is paid to the 
     people who own shares in it 

earnings    a company’s profits in a particular period 

equity     the value of a company, which is divided into many 
     equal parts owned by the shareholders 

C Loan capital 

loan capital    money lent by investors who do not then have part of 
     the ownership of the company 

lender     someone or something that lends money, especially a 
     large financial organization such as a bank 

lending    the money that a bank or investor has lent to a business 

borrower    a person or organization, etc. that borrows 

borrowing    the amount of money that has been borrowed 

debt     money that has been borrowed and which must be paid 
     back 

indebtedness    a company’s level of indebtedness is its total debt 

principal    an amount of money which has been lent to someone 

interest    money which is charged by a bank or other financial 
     organization for borrowing money 

D Security 

bond     an official paper given by a company to show that you 
     have lent them money that they will pay back to you at 
     an interest rate that does not change 

debenture    an arrangement in which a company promises to pay a 
     fixed rate of interest on money that has been invested 
     in it 

issue     to make something available 

collateral/security   property or goods that you promise to give to someone 
     if you cannot pay them what you owe them 

 

 



E Leverage 

leverage    the amount of loan capital that a company has in  
     relation to its share capital 

highly leveraged   describes a company with a lot of borrowing in relation 
     to its share capital 

overleveraged    describes a company which is having difficulty making 
     payments on its debt 

Unit 33 Success and failure 

A Cash mountains 

to distribute    to make products available 

earnings    a company’s profits in a particular period 

retained earnings   profits which a company keeps rather than giving to 
     shareholders 

to build up    to increase something or make it larger 

reserves    money that you keep 

cash pile/mountain   a large amount of money 

make acquisitions   to buy other companies 

B Debt and debt problems 

debt     money that has been borrowed and which must be paid 
     back 

debt repayment   when a company repays its debt and/or interest on it; 
     the amount or money paid 

debt servicing    when a company repays it debt and/or interest on it 

debt burden    when company or country has difficulty repaying its 
     debt 

debt crisis    when a company or country can no longer pay its debt 
     as planned 

debt rescheduling   when a company or country arranges with lenders to 
     put its debt into new forms, with new repayment dates, 
     etc. 

debt restructuring   when a company arranges with lenders to put ints debt 
     into new forms, with new repayment dates, etc. 

debt default    when a company or country cannot make payments on 
     its debt 

C Turnarounds and bailouts  

sick/ailing/ troubled   experiencing difficulty and problems 



company doctor   someone whose job is to help failing companies become 
     successful again 

to turn round    to change an unsuccessful business and make it  
     successful 

to bail out    to help a company that is having problems by giving or 
     lending them money 

rescue     to help a business out of financial problems 

collapse    if a business collapses, it fails 

to go out business   to stop trading because of financial problems 

D Bankruptcy 

to file for bankruptcy protection to ask for a period of time before paying back debts 

insolvent    not having enough money to pay debts, buy goods, etc. 

to go into administration  if a company goes into administration, it cannot pay its 
     debts and a special company is brought in to manage it 

administrator    someone whose job is to control the operation of a 
     business, organization or plan 

goes into liquidation   if a company goes into liquidation, it fails and cannot be 
     saved 

administrator    someone whose job is to control the operation of a 
     business organization or plan 

to go into liquidation   if a company goes into liquidation, it fails and cannot be 
     saved 

to go into receivership  if a company goes into receivership, it fails and cannot 
     be saved 

receiver    a person who officially deals with the business matters 
     of companies who cannot pay their debts 

to wind up (woud up)   to close a business or organization 

creditor    someone who money is owed to 

to cease trading   to stop operating as a business 

to go bankrupt   if a business goes bankrupt, it no longer has enough 
     money to continue existing 

goes bust    if a company goes bust, it is forced to close because it is 
     financially unsuccessful 

 

 

 



Unit 34 Merges, takeovers, and sell-offs 

A Stakes and joint ventures 

a stake/an interest/a holding  the shares that an investor has in a company 
in a company 

a majority stake/interest/holding when more than half of a company’s shares are owned 
     by one investor, giving them control over how the  
     company is run 

a minority stake/interest/holding when fewer than half of a company’s shares are owned 
     by one investor 

alliance/joint venture   when two or more companies agree to work together of 
     shared interests or aims 

B Mergers and takeovers 

merge     if companies merge, they join together 

merger    when two or more companies join together 

consolidation    a reduction in the number of companies 

prey     if one company is prey to another, it is likely to be taken 
     over 

predator    a predatory organization tries to get something that 
     belongs to someone else 

acquisition    the act of taking control of a company by buying most or 
     all of its shares 

poison pill    something that makes a company less attractive to buy 

white knight    a person or organization that saves a company from 
     financial difficulties or an unwanted change of  
     ownership by putting money into the company or by 
     buying it 

to fend off    to stop something happening 

hostile bid    an offer to buy a company which is not wanted by the 
     company’s owners 

takeover bid    an attempt to buy a company 

friendly bid    an offer to buy a company which is wanted by the  
     company’s owner 

C Conglomerates 

conglomerate    a company that owns several smaller businesses 

parent company   a company which controls other smaller companies 

subsidiary    a company which is owned by a larger company 



to diversify into   to start to become involved in different business  
     activities 

restructure    to change the way a company is organized 

core activities    a company’s main activities 

to demerge    to separate businesses 

divestment    when unwanted companies are sold 

refocus    to change activities 

to divest    to sell a company 

non-core assets   property, equipment, etc. which is not the most  
     important 

disposal    the selling of companies that are not wanted 

Unit 35 Personal finance 

A Traditional banking 

Branch    one of the offices or groups that form part of a large business 
     organization 

Banks     an organization where people and business can invest or  
    borrow money, change it to foreign money etc. (or the building) 

Current account   a bank account that you can take money from at any time and 
    which usually earns little or no interest 

Joint account   a bank account which you share with someone 

In the black   Profitable. Opposite of in the red. 

Go into the red  to spend more money than you have in your account 

Overdraft   An overdraft occurs when withdrawals from a bank account 
   exceed the available balance 

Overdraft facility  an agreement to be able to owe the bank a fixed amount of 
 money. 

Charges   the amount of money that you have to pay for something 

Go overdrawn   to spend more money than you have in your account 

Interest rate   the percentage that a bank or other financial company charges 
    you when you borrow money, or the percentage it pays you 
    when you keep money in an account. 

Deposit account  a bank account in which you usually leave money for a long 
    time and which pays you interest. 

Savings account  an account in a bank or similar financial organization which 
    earns interest. 

http://www.investorwords.com/7194/profitable.html
http://www.investorwords.com/2581/in_the_red.html


Credit card   a small plastic card which can be used as a method of payment, 
    the money being taken from you at a later time. 

Credit card companies a company which issues credit cards 

Plastic    plastic cards used for paying for things, ex. Credit card 

Pay off    to pay back money that you owe. 

Mortgage   money that you borrow from a bank or similar organization 
    to buy a house 

Building society  a financial institution, owned by its members, that offers 
     banking and other financial services, especially mortgage 
     lending. 

Credit crunch   a time when banks do not want to lend as much money as they 
    did in the past.    

Negative equity  when someone’s house has become less valuable than the 
     amount of money they borrowed in order to buy it. 

 

B internet banking  

Internet banking  the system that allows you to put in or take out money from a 
     bank account by using the internet. 

Account balances  the amount that you have in a bank account. 

Transactions   when someone buys or sells something, or when money is 
     exchanged. 

Apply for a personal loan to ask a bank or other financial organization if you can borrow 
some money. 

 

C Personal investing 

Unit trusts    a service where financial experts invest the money of many 
     people in many different companies. 

Investment companies a company that puts people’s money into a range of companies 

Small investors  someone who puts a small amount of money into a company. 

Isa    individual savings account; 
    an investment account in which the tax on income is lower than 
     usual, and there is no tax on profits made from an increase in 
     the value of shares. 

Financial products  an account, pension, mortgage, etc. that a bank or building 
     society offers. 

Savers    someone who saves rather than spends their money 



Life insurance   a system in which you make regular payments to an insurance 
     company in exchange for a fixed amount of money which will 
     be paid to someone you have named, usually a member of your 
     family, when you die. 

Pay out   to give someone an amount of money. 

Insurance policies a written agreement between an insurance company and a 
person who wants insurance which states the rules of the 
agreement. 

Contributions   an amount of money that you pay into something such as 
     pension scheme. 

Private pension  a system in which you pay money regularly to a company which 
     will give you money when you are too old to work. 

Company pension scheme a system in which the company you work for will pay you 
money when you are too old to work. 

State pension   an amount of money which a government gives to people when 
     they are too old to work. 

Windfall   an amount of money that you win or receive from someone 
     unexpectedly.  

Pension fund   an amount of money that will be available when you retire 
     because you have paid money into it. 

Financial institutions  a bank, building society etc.  

Financial products  an account, pension, mortgage etc. that a bank or building 
     society offers. 

 

Unit 36 financial centres 

A Financial centres 

Financial centres  a place where there are many banks and other financial 
     institutions. 

Financial institutions  a financial institution is an institution that provides financial 
     services for its clients or members. 

The City / the Square Mile the business centre of London where the large financial 
    organizations are, such as the Bank of England. 

Wall Street   a street in New York which represents the financial centre of 
    the US. 

Speculator   a person who buys goods, property, money etc. in the hope of 
     selling them at a profit. 



Brokers/   
Dealers/   a person who buys and sells foreign money, shares in 
Traders   companies etc. for other people.    

 

B Stock markets 

To float / to go public  to start selling shares in a business or company for the first time 

To list    to make shares in a company available on a stock exchange. 

Stock market   a stock exchange 

Oversubscribed  when people still want to buy things, especially shares or 
     tickets, although all of them are already sold. 

Flotation   when a company’s shares are sold to public for the first time. 

 

C Other financial markets 

Financial markets  where things are bought and sold. 

Commercial paper  lending to business for less than a year. 

Bonds    lending to business and the government for several years 

Currency    the money that is used in a particular country. 
(foreign exchange or forex) 

Commodity   a substance or product that can be traded, bought or sold. 

Commodities exchange a building where commodities such as oil and farm products are  
    bought and sold. 

Securities   shares, bonds and commercial paper 

Securities houses   a financial institution that deals in securities. 

Capital markets  the buying and selling of shares, bonds etc. 

 

D Derivatives 

Futures contract   an agreement giving an obligation to sell a fixed amount of a  
     security or commodity at a particular price on a particular 
    future date. 

Options contract  an agreement giving the right, but not the obligation, to buy or 
     sell a security or commodity at a particular price at a particular 
     future time, or in a period of future time. 

Derivatives   a financial product such as an option which gives the right to 
     buy or sell something in the future that is based on shares, 
     bonds etc. (futures and options contracts) 

Underlying shares   shares that derivatives relate to. 



 

Unit 37 Trading 

A Market indexes 

Demand 

Share price 

Index 

 

B Market activity: good times… 

Trading    buying and selling of shares and money 

Very high turnover   a large number 

Changing hands   being bought and sold 

Gains     big increases in value 

Blue chips    famous companies that are profitable in good times and bad. 

Bull market    a time when the prices of most shares are rising. 

Record high    highest amount ever 

Close     end of the working day on the stock market 

Opened    started the day 

To gain    to increase 

Bullish sentiment   the feeling there will be a rise in prices or values (optimistic) 

Go through the level   to pass the amount or number of something 

Barrier    an important amount, but one that is not easy to get through. 

 

C … and bad 

Panic selling    when many people suddenly start to sell company shares that 
     they own, because their value is being reduced. 

(Five year) lows   lowest level/amount/number (for five years) 

Sell-off    a sale of an investment, such as shares in a company, that 
     causes its value to fall. 

Declines    a decrease 

Wiped off    to remove something 

Market capitalization  the value of shares on the market 

Points     one per cent 

Bear market    a time when the prices of most shares are falling 



Falls     a decrease 

Bearish    expecting a fall in prices or values 

Rally     an improvement 

Collapse    A sudden, dramatic drop in economic activity, market prices, or 
     a company's condition. 

Crash     a very serious drop in the value of shares, with very serious 
     results 

 

Unit 38 Indicators 1 

A Finance and economics 

Finance   relating to money or how money is managed 

Financial problems  money problems 

High finance   the use of large amounts of money by governments and large 
     companies 

Finances   the money which a person or company has and how it is 
     managed. 

Financial   relating to money or how money is managed. 

Economics   the way in which trade, industry or money is organized, or the 
     study of this. 

Economic    making a profit, or likely to make a profit 

Uneconomic   describes businesses and industries that are not making enough  
     profit or are losing money. 

Economic problems  money problems which a country’s government has. 

Economical   if something is cheap to buy, use or to do 

Uneconomical   not cheap to buy, use or do 

Economic indicators  figures relating to how well a country’s economy is working 

Economy   system of money, production etc. 

 

B Inflation and unemployment 

Inflation   a general, continuous increase in prices 

Inflation rate   the rate at which prices are increasing 

Inflationary   causing price increases and inflation 

Unemployed   people who do not have a job that provides money 

Unemployment  the number of people who do not have a job which provides 
     money. 



Out of work/    having no job 
Jobless     

The jobless   the people who do not have a job that provides money 

Labour shortages  not enough people available to work 

 

C Trade 

Balance of payments / the difference between the money that a country receives from 
trade balance   exports and the money that it spends on imports.  

Exports   a product or service that a country or company sells abroad 

Trade surplus   when a country sells more goods abroad than it buys from 
     abroad 

Trade deficit   when a country buys more goods from abroad than it sells 
     abroad 

Trade gap   the amount of a trade surplus or a trade deficit 

To widen   to become bigger 

To narrows   to become smaller 

 

D Growth and GDP (=Gross domestic product) 

Economic output  the amount of goods that is produced and makes money 

Gross domestic product/ the value of all the goods and services produced in a  
GDP     particular country 

GDP per capita   

Gross national product/ the value of all the goods and services produced in a particular  
GNP    country and any payments the country receives from abroad 
     such as from investments. 

Growth   an increase in the size or importance of something 

Growth rate   the speed at which a country’s economy grows and gets bigger 

 

Unit 39 Indicators 2 

A Going up 

To advance    If a share price advances, it increases in value 

To jump   to increase very quickly 

To skyrocket/   to rise extremely quickly or make extremely quick progress 
to rocket   towards success 

To leap   to increase very quickly  



To soar   to rise very quickly to a high level  

To surge   to increase suddenly and strongly 

 

B Going down 

To axe    to reduce something 

To cut    to reduce something 

To ease   to fall slightly in value 

To plummet   to fall very quickly and suddenly 

To slash   to reduce something by a very large amount 

To dive   to fall in value suddenly and by a large amount 

 

C Peaks and trough 

Levels off/   if a rate or amount levels off, it stops increasing and stays at the 
levels out   same level. 

Steady/   not likely to change 
Stable    

Peak    the highest, strongest or best point, value or level 

Peaks at   to reach the highest, strongest or best point, value or level. 

Trough    a low point in a regular series of high and low points 

Bottoms out   to have reached the lowest point in a continuously changing  
     situation and to be about to improve. 

 

D Boom and bust 

Demand   the amount of goods and services that people want in a 
     particular period. 

Boom    a time when there is rising demand, fast economic growth, 
     falling unemployment etc. 

Stagnation   when the economy is growing slowly, or not at all. 

Stagflation   when there are rising prices, high unemployment and little or 
     no economic growth. 

Recession   - a period when the economy of a country is not successful and 
       conditions for business are bad. 
    - a period of time when there is negative growth 

Negative growth  when the economy is getting smaller because it is producing 
     less 



Slump    a very bad recession 

Depression   a very bad slump  

Boom and bust  a period of growth and rising company profits followed by one 
     with falling growth and losses 

 

Unit 40 Wrongdoing and corruption 

A Wrongdoing 

Regulate   to control something and make sure it works fairly or properly 

Market abuse   when people do not behave honestly or fairly in business 

Wrongdoing   when someone behaves badly or illegally 

Wrongdoers   a person who does something bad or illegal 

Insider dealing/  the illegal buying and selling of company shares; a financial part 
insider trading   of the ownership of a company by people who have special 
     information because they are involved with the company. 
  

Chinese walls   measures that financial institutions take in order to stop 
     knowledge in one department being used by another 
     department to buy or sell shares etc. at an advantage. 

Price fixing   when a group of companies in the same market secretly agree 
     to set prices at a certain level so that they do not have to 
     compete with each other. 

Market rigging  when a group of investors work together to stop a financial 
     market functioning as it should, to gain an advantage for  
     themselves. 

Financial crimes  a crime involving money 

To ban/   to prevent someone from doing something 
to bar 

To fine    to make someone pay money because they have done 
     something wrong. 

Prison    a building where criminals are forced to live as a punishment 

 

B Bribery and corruption 

Bribe    an illegal payment to persuade someone to do something 

-> informal:  Kickback/ 
Sweetener/ 
backhander 

Bribery   the act of giving someone bribes 



Corrupt   dishonestly using your position to power to your own 
     advantage, especially for money. 

Corruption   illegal or dishonest behaviour, especially by people in positions 
     of power. 

Sleaze    illegal or dishonest behaviour, especially in politics 

 

C Fraud and embezzlement 

Fraud squad   the group of police officers whose job is to deal with fraud 

To counterfeit   to make something look like something else in order to deceive 
     people. 

Counterfeit notes  paper money which is not real but which looks like real money. 

Counterfeiting   the act of producing counterfeit goods 

Forgery   an illegal copy of a document, painting etc. or the crime of 
     making such illegal copies. 

To fake   to make something so that it looks like something else in order 
     to deceive people  

Fake    something which has been made to look like something else in  
     order to deceive people. 

Fraud    the crime of getting money by deceiving people 

Identity theft   the crime of using someone else’s details such as their credit 
     card number to buy things. 

Embezzlement  the crime of taking money that belongs to an organization or 
     business you work for. 

To embezzle   to take money that belongs to an organization or business you 
     work for. 

Scam    an illegal plan for making money 

Rackets   an illegal activity that makes money 

Racketeers   someone who makes money from an illegal activity 

Money laundering  the crime of moving money that has been obtained illegally into 
     banks and other businesses to  make it seem as if the money 
     has been obtained legally. 
      you hide the illegal origin of money 

 

 

 

 



Unit 41 Business ethics 

A Professional behaviour 

Code of ethics/  rules that state the way people should behave in a business 
Code of conduct   

Professional guidelines rules that tell people in a particular profession how they should 
     behave. 

Ethical    morally right 

Unethical   not fair or not morally right 

Professional   having the qualities that you connect with trained and skilled 
     people, such as effectiveness, skill, organization and 
     seriousness of manner. 

Unprofessional  not showing the standard of behaviour or skills that are 
     expected of a person in a skilled job. 

Breach    an act of breaking a law, promise, agreement, or relationship. 

Unprofessional conduct behaviour which is not acceptable in a particular job. 

Corporate social responsibility/ the idea that companies should think about their 
CSR     behaviour on moral, social and environmental issues. 

Moral issues   issues relating to good and bad behaviour, fairness, honesty etc 

Social issues   issues that are to do with society. 

Environmental issues  subjects or problems that are to do with the enviro 

 

B Social issues 

Ethical investing  when people invest money in companies which treat people  
     fairly and do not employ children, etc. 

Stakes/holdings  investments 

Socially responsible  making sure that people are treated fairly. 

Human rights   the basic rights which it is generally considered all people 
     should have, such as justice and the freedom to say what 
     you think. 

Child labour   children used as workers 

To exploit   to use someone or something unfairly for your own advantage. 

Sweatshop labour when workers work long hours in poor conditions and for low 
pay. 

Affirmative action programs  a system that is intended to prevent people from being 
      treated unfairly because of their skin coulour, sex etc. 



Discrimination   treating a person or a particular group of people differently, 
     especially in a worse way from the way in which you treat other 
     people, because of their skin coulour, religion, sex etc. 

Ethnic minorities  a national or racial group living in a country or area which 
     contains a larger group of people of a different race of 
     nationality. 

Sell your stake  to sell your shares in a company 

Stakeholders  a person or group of people who own a share in a business or are 
    involved in some way.  

 

C Environmental issues 

Environmental issues  subjects or problems that are to do with the environment. 

Green issues   issues that are to do with the environment  

Carbon emissions  carbon dioxide that planes, cars, factories etc. produce, which 
     is harmful to the environment. 

Global warming  a gradual increase in world temperatures caused by polluting 
     gases such as carbon dioxide which are collecting in the air 
     around the Earth and preventing heat escaping into space. 

Climate change  the way the world’s weather is changing. 

Carbon footprint  someone’s carbon footprint is a measurement of the amount of  
     carbon dioxide that their activities produce. 

Carbon-neutral  producing carbon emissions that are compensated for by 
    by reductions elsewhere. 

Carbon offset   when the carbon emissions that business produce are 
     compensated for by reductions elsewhere. 

 

Unit 42 Time and time management 

A Timeframes and schedules 

Time    that part of existence which is measured in seconds, minutes 
     etc. or this process considered as a whole. 

Timescale/   the period of time over which something happens and will be  
Timeframe   completed. 

Lead time   the period of time it takes to prepare and complete or deliver 
     all or part of something. 

Schedule/   a list of the times and dates when things should happen. 
Timetable    

On schedule   not early or late, in time 



Ahead of schedule  early 

Behind schedule  late 

Delay    to make something happen at a later time than originally 
     planned or expected. 

Make up time   to work harder and faster so that you can finish something at 
     the planned time. 

Take longer than planned to take more time than you thought it would. 

Downtime   the time during which a machine, especially a computer, is not 
     working or is not able to be used. 

 

B Projects and project management 

Project    a piece of planned work or an activity which is finished over a 
     period of time and intended to achieve a particular aim. 

Gantt chart   a diagram of the stages of a piece of work, showing stages that 
     can be done at the same time, and stages that must be 
    completed before others can start. 

Stages, phases, steps, tasks a period of development or part of a longer activity. 

To overlap   if two activities overlap, the second one starts before the first 
     one has finished. 

Simultaneous    happening or being done at exactly the same time. 

To run in parallel  if to things run in parallel, they happen at the same time. 

Project management  the job of controlling all the stages of a project. 

Bonus payments  a payment that is made to an employee because he or she has  
     been successful. 

Completion   when something that you are doing or making is finished. 

Penalty   a punishment in which you have to pay or lose money. 

 

C Time tips 

Time-management  the way that you organize your time. 

Diary    a book with a separate space or page for each day, in which you 
     write down your future. 

Calendar   a book with a separate space or page for each day, in which you  
     write down your future arrangements, meetings etc. 

Personal organizers  a small computer where you store names, addresses, telephone 
     numbers and dates of meetings etc. and which you use to help 
     organize your time. 

Realistic plan   a plan of what you need to do. 



To prioritize   to decide which of a group of things are the most important so 
     that you can deal with them first. 

Priority   something that is very important and must be dealt with before 
    other things. 

Interruptions   when someone or something stops you from doing what you 
     had planned. 

Distractions   something which stops you doing what you had planned. 

Perfectionism   the wish for everything to be correct.    

Cost    the price 

Quality    how good or bad something is 

 

Unit 43 Stress and stress management 

A When work is stimulating 

Rewarding   making you feel satisfied that you have done something 
     important or useful, or done something well. 

Stretched   having the feeling that work is sometimes difficult, but that it is 
     interesting. 

Simulating   if something interests you and makes you feel good 

Challenging   difficult, in a way that tests your ability or determination. 

 

B when stimulation turns to stress 

Pressure   a difficult situation that makes you feel worried or unhappy. 

Overwhelmed   having too much of something to deal with. 

Demands   the difficult things that you have to do 

Stress    great worry caused by a difficult situation 

Stress-induced  caused by stress 

Under stress   feeling worried because you have too much work to do 

Become stressed out  to feel very worried because of pressure at work 

Overwork   doing too much work 

Breakdown   a period of mental illness which can be caused by stress and 
     overwork. 

Burned out   to feel so stressed and tired from your work that you cannot 
     work anymore. 

 



C downshifting 

Rat race   the type of life in which people are competing with each other 
     and trying to be more successful than each other. 

Treadmill   any type of repeated work which is boring and makes you feel 
    tired and seems to have no positive effect and no end. 

Lifestyles   someone’s way of living; the things that a person or particular 
     group of people usually do. 

Stressful   making you feel worried and nervous 

Unstressful   relaxed and with no pressure 

Quality of life   the level of enjoyment, comfort and health in someone’s life. 

Quality time   time that you spend with someone, giving them your full  
    attention because you value the relationship. 

Work-life-balance  the amount of time you spend doing your job compared with 
     the amount of time you spend with your family and doing 
     things you enjoy. 

Downshifting/   when someone chooses to work in a less stressful way, for 
Rebalancing   example by working from home or working fewer hours. 

Downshifters   someone who has chosen to work in a less stressful way, for
    example by working from home or working fewer hours. 

 

Unit 44 Leadership and management styles 

A Leadership 

Leadership   the position or fact of being the leader 

Subordinates   a person who has a less important position than you in an 
     organization. 

Command and control a management system in which managers tell workers what 
     to do. 

Born leaders   someone who is naturally very good at being in charge of other 
    people 

Charisma   a special quality which some people have which makes them  
    able to influence other people and attract their attention and 
    admiration. 

Charismatic   describes a person who has charisma 

Visionary   a person who has the ability to imagine how a company, 
    industry, etc. will develop in the future and to plan in a suitable 
    way.   

Vision    the ability to imagine how a company, industry etc. could  
    develop in the future and to plan in a suitable way. 



Drive    enthusiasm and determination. 

Dynamism   the quality that produces change in an organization or system. 

Energy    the power and ability to be physically and mentally active. 

 

B Modern management styles 

Distant /   not easy to get to know or communicate with. 
remote 

Accessible/   easy to meet and to talk to 
approachable    

Management style  the way that someone manages other people who he or she is 
    in charge of at work. 

Consultation   when you discuss something with people in order to get their 
    advice or opinion about it. 

Consensus   a generally accepted opinion or decision among a group of 
    people. 

To impose   to force someone to do something in a particular way. 

Top-down   describes a situation in which decisions are made by a few 
    people in authority rather than by the people who are 
    affected by the decisions. 

Consensual    with the willing agreement of all the people involved. 

Authoritarian   demanding that people totally obey and refusing to allow them  
    to use their own ideas. 

 

C empowerment 

Initiative   the ability to use your judgment to make decisions and do  
    things without needing to be told what to do. 

Empowerment  when you encourage employees to make their own decisions 
    without asking managers first. 

Decision-making  the process of deciding something 

Decentralized   not dependent only on managers 

Bureaucratic   A formal organization with defined objectives, a hierarchy of 
     specialized roles and systematic processes of direction and 
     administration. 

Delegate   to give a particular job or duty to someone else so that they do 
     it for you. 

Delegation   when you delegate a particular job or duty to someone else. 



Unit 45 Business across cultures 1 

A Cultures and culture 

Culture    “the way we do things around here” 

Value     things that people think are important 

Belief     things that people believe in 

 

Business The way that companies in general behave, the way 
business is done, etc. In a particular way 

Company or    The way a particular company works and the things that  

Corporate    employees believe are important 

Long-hours    Where people are daily expected to work a long time 

Macho   culture  The values typically associated with men - strength, etc. 

Sales     when selling is seen as the most important thing  

Learning    when learning and innovation are seen as important 

enterprise culture     unit 11 

Stereotypes    fixed ideas that may not be true. 

B Power and distance 

Cultural difference   A difference in the way people do things in other  
     countries 

Power-distance   distance between managers and employees 

Cultural dimension   something which is affected by culture 

Low power-distance culture  the situation when managers are easy to talk to and 
     employees are involved in making decisions 

Accessible    easy to meet or talk to 

Approachable    friendly and easy to talk to 

Decision-making   the process of deciding something 

Team of equals   a group of people working together in which everyone is 
     treated in the same way and has the same importance 

High power-distance culture  the situation when managers are distant and employees 
     do what they are told rather than being involved in 
     making decisions 

Distant     not easy to get to know or to communicate with 

Remote    not easy to get to know or to communicate with 

Deference    respect and politeness 

Hierarchical    having many layers of management 



Management layer   one of several levels of management 

Form of address   a name or title that u use when you are talking to  
     someone 

Familiar    knowing someone 

Delayering    when a company or organization reduces the number of 
     its managers 

 

Unit 46 Business across cultures 2 

A Individualism 

Individualism    the idea that freedom of thought and action for each 
     person is the most important quality of a society, rather 
     than shared effort and responsibility 

Collectivism    when people are part of strong groups, often extended 
     families ( with aunts, uncles and grandparents ) which 
     continue protecting them in exchange for their loyalty 

Individualist    if a society is individualist, people look after themselves 
     and their immediate family 

 Connection    when someone or something is related to someone or 
     something else 

Immediate family   your closest relations, such as your parents,  
     children, husband/wife, sisters/brothers ... 

Collectivist    involving strong groups, often extended families ... 

Extended family   a family unit which includes grandparents,   
     uncles/aunts... in addition to parents and children 

Loyalty     the quality of always supporting a person or  
     organization 

B Time  

Presenteeism    the practice of staying at work longer than usual to 
     show that you work hard and are important to your 
     employer 

Bank holiday    an official holiday when banks and most businesses are 
     closed for a day 

Public holiday    a day when almost everyone in a particular country does 
     not have to go to work or school 

Lunch break    the time in the middle of the day when you stop  
     working and have lunch 

Working breakfast   a meeting early in the morning at which people eat 
     breakfast while discussing things 



Punctuality    when you arrive at the right time (always) 

Boundaries between work and private life  phrase 

  = The limits between what you do at work and what you do at home 

To phone    to call someone using a telephone 

C Cross-cultural communication 

Distance    the amount of space between two people or buildings  

Eye contact    when two people look at each other’s eyes at the same 
     time 

Gesture    a movement of the hands, arms or head etc. to express 
     an idea or feeling 

Greetings    when people say hello or goodbye 

Goodbyes    used when someone leaves or is left 

Humour    the ability to find things funny, the way in which people 
     see that some things are funny or the quality of being 
     funny (Am. English: Humor) 

Physical contact   when you touch someone 

Present    something which you are given, without asking for it, 
     especially to show friendship or to say thank you  

Rules of conversation   the rules that people follow when they are talking 

Role of silence    the effect that silence has in a conversation 

 

Unit 47 Telephoning 1: phones and numbers 

A Telephones and beyond 

Landline    a telephone which is not a mobile phone 

Telephone/payphone   a phone in a public place which you can use by putting 
     coins or a special card into it 

Phone card    a small card which is used to operate a public phone 

Mobile phone(Br.Eng.)/cellphone/cellular phone(Am.Eng.) 

   = a phone you carry with you and use anywhere 

Leave a voice message  to call someone’s mobile phone and leave a message for 
     him 

Voicemail    a facility which allows someone to speak and leave a 
     message for you on your mobile phone or on an office 
     phone 



Text message    a written message that you send to someone else’s 
     mobile phone 

3G phone    a mobile phone that connects you to Internet at a high 
     speed 

Mobile Internet   when you are able to use Internet wherever you are 

Extension    one of several telephones on the same line in an office 
     or home 

Line     a connection to a telephone system 

Cordless phone   a phone that is not attached to a wall, which you can 
     use as you walk through the house or garden 

VoIP     Voice over Internet Protocol: technology that allows 
     people to make phone calls over the Internet 

Skype     A system that allows you to make phone calls with your 
     computer over the Internet 

Webcam     a camera which records moving pictures and sound and 
     allows these to be broadcast on the Internet as they 
     happen 

Microphone    a piece of equipment that you speak into to make your 
     voice louder, or to record your voice or other sounds 

Videoconferencing    when two or more people in different places talk to 
     each other and see each other 

B ‘Phone’, ‘call’ and ‘ring’ 

to call 

to phone  someone =  to use the telephone, to telephone someone 

to telephone  

C Numbers 

Country code    a series of numbers before the main telephone number 
     when you telephone someone of another country 

Area code    a series of numbers before the main telephone number 
     when you telephone someone of another country 

Number     the number that you use to phone a particular  
     telephone 

0800 number    a number you can call without paying 

D Doing things over the phone 

Helpline/information line  a telephone number that you call for information about 
     a company’s products or services 

Hotline    a helpline but more exciting 



Booking/reservation line  a telephone number that you can call to arrange travels, 
     hotels, buy tickets etc. 

 

Unit 48 Telephoning 2: trying to get through 

A Asking to speak to someone 

Primo Plastics, good morning. 

      Hello. Can you put me through to Jane Owen in 
      Sales, please? 

One moment, please. I’m afraid the line’s         

busy. Do you want to hold or would you  

like to call back later? 

      I’ll call again later. What’s her direct line? 

Her direct line is ... 

      Thanks. Goodbye. 

To put through to   to connect someone to someone else on the phone 

Direct line    the number of someone’s phone rather than the one of 
     the company 

To call back    to telephone someone again 

To hold    to wait on the phone until someone is able to speak 
     to you 

Busy     when a telephone is busy, it means that someone is on 
     the phone with someone else 

To delete    to remove information from your computer or mobile 
     phone 

B Voicemail 1 

Greeting    a recorded message you get if you call someone who 
     can’t answer his/her phone 

I’ll be picking up my voicemail on my mobile. 

To get back to    to call someone who called you earlier 

Please leave a message after the tone 

To listen to your message, press 1. If you’d like to change your message, press 2. If you’d like 
to delete your message, press 4. 

To hang up    to end a telephone conversation 

Tone     an electronic sound 



C Voicemail 2 

First thing    at the earliest time of the day 

De rest van dit deel is een conversatie met uitspraken. Lees p. 104! Ze worden niet uitgelegd 
op de cd-rom. 

49 Telephoning 3: getting through 

Weer een hoofdstuk dat  je eigenlijk eerst moet lezen, veel uitspraken enzo die niet 
uitgelegd worden op cd-rom… p. 106! 

A Getting through 

Available    not busy, and able to talk to people 

To leave a message   to give some information which you would like to be 
     told to someone else 

Right now    at the present time 

50 Telephoning 4: arrangements and ending calls 

Ja spijtig genoeg ook hier wordt niets over uitgelegd op cd-rom. Lees p. 108 eens door! 

A Phoning again 

B Making arrangements 

C Closing the conversation 

D Changing arrangements 

To get back in touch   to contact someone again 

To put back    to arrange for something to happen at a later time than 
     planned 

To put off    to arrange for something to happen at a later time than 
     planned 

Snowed under   very busy 

51 Business communication 1: staying in touch 

A Business cards 1 

Business card    a small card with your name, company, phone number 
     etc. that you give to business contacts 

Business contact   someone you meet while doing business 

Hierarchy    see unit 45 

To follow the etiquette  to act according to the set of rules for acceptable  
     behavior 



B Business cards 2 

First name    the name that was given to you when you were born 
     and which comes before your family name 

Middle initial    a letter which shows the first letter of your middle name 

Family name, surname  the name that you share with other people of your 
     family 

Job title    the official name of someone’s job 

Academic qualification  the results you got from tests at school, university or 
     college 

Membership of professional   when someone is a member in an organization 
organizations    in a particular industry 

Contact details   your number, email address, postal address etc. 

Phone number   the number you use to call a particular telephone 

Email address    the numbers and letters that someone uses to contact 
     you by email 

Postal address    the details of the place where you work or live, which 
     someone uses to write a letter to you 

C Staying in touch 

To attach    to join a file such as a document, picture or computer 
     program to your email 

By courier    a person or organization which carries important  
     documents or parcels to someone 

Don’t hesitate to give me a call  

To be in touch    to contact someone 

52 Business communication 2: email 

A Email 

Inbox     a place in your computer where you go to read your 
     emails 

Subject    the thing which is being discussed, considered or  
     studied 

Bcc     to copy an email you are sending someone to someone 
     else, without the intended recipient knowing that you 
     are copying it 

Fwd/forward    to send an email you have received to someone else 

Reply     an icon on a computer which allows you to send an 
     email to someone who has emailed you 



Reply to all    same as reply but you send your email (/answer)also to 
     all the receivers of the previous email 

Attach/attachment/attach to see unit 51 

Contact information   your address, email address, phone number etc. 

Contact details   your address, email address, phone number etc. 

Address book    a place in your computer where all email addresses are 
     stored 

B Email expressions 

It was very nice meeting you 

Please find attached a Word document 

I’m copying him in on this 

Best wishes    quite formal ending for an email 

All the best    quite formal ending for an email 

C Beginnings and endings 

Formality    how formal someone or something is 

Deference    see unit 45 

  From formal to informal: 

- Dear Sir/Madam, Dear Ms, Dear, Hi 

- Best regards, Regards, Best wishes, All the best, Best 

Yours faithfully (Br.English)  used to end a formal letter beginning with Dear  
     Madam/Sir 

Yours sincerely (Br.English)  used to end a formal letter beginning with a person’s 
     name (Am.English: Sincerely) 

Yours     written at the end of a letter, before giving a name 

53 Business communication 3: Faxes and letters 

A Faxes 

Fax cover sheet   the first page of a fax showing who it’s from, who it’s to 
     etc. 

FAO     for the attention of – you can also use Attn. or Att. 

     used to address someone in more detail than the postal 
     address 

Re     this introduces the subject 

Find attached    you will find this after the cover sheet 

By return    immediately 



Acknowledge    say that you have received 

Confidential information  things that others should not know 

Intended recipient   the person who should receive the fax 

Advise the sender   tell the person who sent it 

B Letters 

Thank you for 

This is to confirm that   to make a meeting or arrangement certain, often by 
     phone or writing 

Please find enclosed   sent to someone in an envelope with a letter 

As I mentioned   to speak or write about something briefly 

I’d like to call you 

I hope this is suitable for you  acceptable or right for someone or something 

I look forward to 

54 Business communication 4: CVs and job applications 

A CVs 

Per annum    per year 

Graduate    with a university degree (adjective) 

Background    experience / qualifications (to have background in) 

Suitably qualified   with the right qualifications 

To quote    to repeat words someone has said or written 

Career goal    what someone wants to do in their career 

Stimulating    interesting, motivating 

Analytic thinker   good at understanding things 

Bilingual    able to speak and write two languages 

Master     university qualification after a degree 

Interests    what people are interested in outside work 

DoB     date of birth 

B Job applications 

  Standaard uitdrukkingen in een sollicitatiebrief/email (niet uitgelegd op cd) 

I am writing with reference to  

As you can see 

Attached CV 

I would now like to relocate  to move to a new place 



I am available 

That you mention 

I look forward to hearing from you  

  



55 meetings 1: Types of meeting 

A word combinations with ‘meeting’  

to arrange 

to set up    to organize a meeting 

to fix         

bring forward    make a meeting earlier than originally planned 

put back 

put off     make a meeting later than originally planned 

postpone 

call off     to decide that a meeting that was planned will 

cancel     the meeting doesn’t happen anymore 

run      to be in charge of a meeting 

chair 

attend     go to a meeting 

miss     to not go to a meeting that you were planning to go to 

B Types of meeting  

chat     informal discussion 

brainstorming    an activity or a business method in which a group of
     people suggest a lot of new ideas which are considered 
     in detail later 

project meeting/team meeting a meeting for people who are working on a particular 
     activity 

department meeting   a meeting for all the people of a particular part of  
     a company 

meeting with suppliers  a meeting with someone who provides goods or services 
     for your company 

meeting with a customer  a meeting with someone who buys goods or services
     from your company 

A meeting 



board meeting   an official meeting of a company’s directors 

AGM (annual general meeting) a meeting at which shareholders discuss a company’s 
     annual report 

EGM     a shareholders’ meeting to discuss an important issue 

 (extraordinary general meeting)  such as a proposed merger  

C How was the meeting? 

productive    having good results 

a waste of time   something which has no useful result so you feel you’ve 
     not used your time well 

useful discussion    a talk about something which produces good results 

to cover a lot of ground  to deal with a lot of subjects 

to ramble    to talk too much in a way that is confusing  

to wander off the point  to talk about things which are not the main subject of a
     discussion in a way that annoys other people 

to show off    to behave in a way which is intended to attract 
     attention or admiration, and which other people often
     find annoying 

to keep things moving   to make sure that something happens in a way it should 

to stick to the point   to say or write what you need to say and not give a lot
     of unnecessary details 

56 Meeting 2: the chair 

A The role of the chair: before the meeting 

chairman/chairwoman/chair  a person in charge of a meeting 

good organizer   someone who is good at planning things and making
     sure everything is done correctly 

agenda    a list of subjects to be discussed at a meeting 

to circulate     to give something to every person in a group 

 

 



B The role of the chair: running the meeting 

good timekeeper   someone who is good at making sure events start and
     end at the correct time, or at making sure he/she arrives
     somewhere at the correct time 

minute-taker    someone who keeps a record of what people say and
     decide at a meeting 

latecomer    a person who arrives late 

action point    something that people at a meeting agree to do or to
     find out 

to make your point   to say what you want to say 

tactfully    in a way which is careful not to upset or annoy someone 

digression    when people talk about things which are not the main
     subject of the discussion 

to get off the point   to talk about things which are not the main subject of 
     a discussion  

to allocate    to give something or someone a particular amount of
     something 

to resolve     to decide something 

to move on to the next point  to start to talk about the next subject on an agenda 

to finish on time   to end at the planned time 

C Follow up 

action point    something that people at a meeting agree to do or to
     find out 

accurate record   something which correctly lists what people said or did 

matters arising   any points of the last meeting which need to be  
     discussed and are not on the agenda 

57 meetings 3: points of view 

A opening the meeting 

to get down to business  to start talking about the subject to be discussed 

objective / purpose   something which you plan to do or achieve   



B asking for and expressing opinions 

to get the ball rolling/ to kick off to start talking about something 

/ to open the discussion     

obviously     in a way that is easy to understand or see 

of course    [used to show that what you are saying is obvious 
     or already known]  

standpoint    a set of beliefs and ideas from which opinions and  
     discussions are formed 

58 meetings 4: agreement and disagreement 

A agreeing 

to agree / to go along with  to have the same opinion, or to accept a suggestion or 
     idea 

B disagreeing 

absurd     stupid - unreasonable - ridiculous  

mistaken     wrong on what you believe 

to disagree     to not agree ; to not have the same opinion, idea, etc. 

59 meetings 5: discussion techniques  

A interrupting, referring back, checking understanding, avoiding confrontation 

to interrupt    to stop a person from speaking for a short period by
     saying something 

B agreement, consensus or compromise 

agree about / agree on  to have the same opinion 

agreement    having the same opinion  

to come to / to reach /  when two groups approve of or accept something 

to find an agreement 

compromise (noun)   an agreement in an argument in which the people 
     involved reduce their demands or change their opinion
     in order to agree  



to compromise (verb)   to accept that you will reduce your demands or change
     your opinion in order to reach an agreement with 
     someone  

C concluding 

to run out of time   to not have enough time available to finish something 

to sum up    to give the main points which have been made in a
     discussion 

60 presentations 1: key ideas 

A types of presentation 

press conference    a meeting at which a person or organization makes a 
     public statement and reporters can ask questions 

demonstration   when you show someone how to do something or 
     how something works  

workshop    a meeting of people to discuss and/or carry out practical
     work in a subject or activity 

seminar    a meeting of people at which a group of people discuss
     a subject 

B what makes a good presentation? 

presenter     someone who is giving a presentation 

to organize     to make arrangements for something to happen 

idea     a suggestion / plan for doing something 

visual aid    something that you show people to help them 
     understand what you are saying or to help them 
     remember information 

clearly      in a way that is easy to read, see, hear or understand 

to structure    to arrange or organize something in a particular way 

to deliver    to give something like a speech or presentation 

rapport    a good understanding of someone and an ability to
     communicate well with them 

variety     the characteristic of often changing and being different 

tone of voice    the sound of your voice as you speak  



confident     certain of your own abilities  

relaxed    when you don’t look nervous or worried  

enthusiastic     very interested in something or excited about it 

positive attitude    a way of thinking in which you believe that goods things
     will happen 

involved (adj.)    taking part in something 

61 presentations 2: key steps 

A key steps: introduction 

key area     very important part of a subject 

B key steps: main part 

to cover    to deal with or direct attention to something 

to move on    to start a new activity 

related to    connected in some way 

transparency    a photograph or picture printed on plastic which you 
     can see on a screen by shining a light through it 

to turn to    to begin to speak or think about a different subject 

C key steps: closing 

last but not least    importantly, despite being mentioned after everyone
     else 

62 presentations 3: audience interaction 

A closing and dealing with questions 

confidential     secret and not told to other people  

fair point    a remark which is unreasonable  

field     an area of activity or interest  

questioner    a person who asks questions 

scope      the range of subject covered by a book, discussion,
     class, etc. (bv: a detailed discussion of these rules is
     beyond the scope of this course)  



B intercultural aspects 

to dress     to wear a particular type of clothes 

face the audience    to look at the people you are talking to  

mannerism    something that a person does repeatedly with their
     hands, face or voice and which they may not realize 
     they are doing  

remain standing   to not sit down 

respect    to show that you think someone is important by treating
     him or her in a polite and kind way 

smiling     having a smile   

insincere    fake, not really meant  

63 negotiations 1: situations and negotiators  

A Types of negotiation 

to negotiate (with each other) to have formal discussions with someone in order  
     to reach an agreement with them 

mutual advantage   something which is good for both people or groups 

customer-supplier negotiations negotiations between a customer and a supplier 

wage negotiations    discussions between groups of employees and their
     employers about pay and conditions 

merger or takeover negotiations negotiations that take place when 2 companies combine
     or join together 

trade negotiations   negotiations about business activity 

to settle a dispute   to end a disagreement 

contract disputes   an argument or disagreement, especially an official one
     between, for example, workers and employers 

trade disputes    an argument or disagreement, especially an official one
     between, for example, two countries 

B Word combinations with ‘negotiations 

 

 



intense     negotiations which involve a lot of effort or activity in a 

intensive    short period of time 

delicate    negotiations which need to be handled carefully 

tense     

eleventh-hour    negotiations which happen at the last possible 

last-minute    opportunity for doing something 

protracted    negotiations that last for a long time  

 

negotiator    a person who has a formal discussion with someone
     in order to reach an agreement with them 

tough negotiator   a negotiator who is strong and determined to get what 
     they want 

C Bargaining  

to bargain    to discuss and agree the price of something  

bargainer    someone who discusses and agrees the price of 
     something 

collective bargaining   discussions between employers and trade unions about
     pay and working conditions 

pay bargaining/   discussions between groups of employees and their 
wage bargaining   employers about pay and working conditions  

tactic   a particular technique used by a negotiator   

ploy   a technique used by a negotiator that might be considered
    as unfair  

chip   something that a negotiator uses in order to gain an advantage 

tool    

point   a particular issue that a negotiator discusses 

power   the degree to which one side in negotiations is strong enough
    to obtain what is wants  

process  the way that negotiations develop 

negotiations 

bargaining 



64 negotiations 2: preparing 

A preparing and negotiate 

negotiating style   the way that someone discusses something in order to
     reach an agreement 

etiquette    what they consider to be acceptable and unacceptable
     behaviour 

needs and objectives   the things that you want to achieve 

bargaining position   the conditions you will accept when you are trying to
     reach an agreement 

fallback position    conditions that you will accept if the aims you have in
     the beginning are not met (Plan B) 

venue     the place where you are going to meet 

negotiating team   a group of people who are discussing something in order
     to reach an agreement 

roles & responsibilities  what people have to do 

on your own ground   on your own place of work ( <->  on their ground ) 

C negotiating styles 

body language    

conversational rules   the rules that people follow when talking to each other  

relationship building   trying to get to know and understand other people 

attitude to time   a feeling or opinion about punctuality, working the 
     correct numbers of hours, etc. 

65 negotiations 3: win-win 

A probing 

to probe    to ask questions in order to get information 

win-win    a win-win situation or result is one that is good for 
     everyone who is involved 

win-win solution   a result that is good for everyone who is involved in a 
     situation 



B positive 

proposal    a suggestion 

offer     a price that you say you will pay for something / 
     something that you say you will give 

counter-proposal   a suggestion from someone else after you have made a 
     suggestion 

counter-offer    an offer from someone else after you have made an
     offer 

provided that / providing that / ‘ only if ’   

as long as / on condition that 

supposing that   ‘ if ’ 

C negative positions 

If you don’t / Unless you … 

If you fail to / Unless you … 

If you can’t / Unless you … 

If you refuse to / Unless you … 

D concessions and trade-offs 

to concede /   to allow someone else to have something, even though 
to make a concession   you don’t want to   

  

trade-off    a situation in which you accept something bad in order
     to have something good (eerder eenzijdig?) 

horse-trading    when each side in a negotiation makes several 
     concessions in return for concessions from the other
     side (eerder twijzijdig?) 

66 negotiations 4: reaching agreement 

A Dreadlock and mediators 

deadlock / impasse /   a situation in which agreement in an argument can’t be 
stalemate    reached because neither side will change its demands
     / accept any of the demands of the other side 



to break down   to fail because of a problem     

irreconcilable differences  disagreements which cannot be solved 

mediator    someone not involved in a disagreement who helps
     restart negotiations and bring the two sides closer  
     together  

mediation     the process of helping two groups in a disagreement to
     agree 

to impose    to force 

cooling-off period   an agreed length of time in which two groups who are
     arguing can try to improve the situation before taking
     further action 

arbitrator    a person who has been officially chosen to make a 
     decision between two people or groups who don’t agree 

arbitration    the process of solving disagreement between people 

settlement / resolution  an arrangement to end the disagreement 

to settle    to reach a decision or an agreement about something
   

B Agreements and contracts  

to clinch a deal /   to reach an agreement  

to close a deal  

deal  an agreement or an arrangement , especially in business 

bargain (noun)    an agreement between two groups in which each  
     promises to do something in return for something else 

to drive a hard bargain  to get what you want in negotiations without having
     to give a lot to the other side 

 

  



employment    an agreement about working conditions, pay, etc. 

labour      

commercial    a business agreement 

oral     a spoken ; not written agreement  

verbal      

legally-binding   an agreement which can’t be legally stopped or avoided 

lucrative     an agreement which produces a lot of money 

 

C Checking the deal 

written proposal   a suggestion that is made in writing 

to run over / to go over  to repeat something 

to draw up    to write something such as an official document, 
     contract, etc. 

outstanding issue   a subject or problem which has not yet been solved 
     or done 

 

 

contract 


